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Data centre operators have recently encountered problems relating to their oil storage tanks. Among other requirements, regulations stipulate that tanks must have secondary containment (often described as bunding) equivalent to 110% of the primary tank volume. This is to ensure that all spills can be fully contained. Some tanks are single skinned with an open bund providing containment, but more commonly operators use integrally bunded tanks. Both these models can be seen in the diagrams below, extracted from the Environment Agency’s Pollution Prevention Guidelines (PPG2), 2010.

Operators should be aware that a bunded tank is not the same as a double skinned tank. Double skinned oil storage tanks tend to have a second skin close to the primary skin, usually to improve structural integrity. A second skin is not a bund and a double skinned tank of this type does not comply with current regulation (unless there is an additional bund). If your gasoil is stored in this kind of tank then you need to take action to change it.

However, failure to comply with regulation is not the problem that operators have alerted us to. The issue is one of terminology: some operators erroneously described their (perfectly legal and compliant) integrally bunded tanks as “double skinned”. Environment Agency inspectors view such tanks as non compliant and automatically assume that the site in question is failing to meet regulatory requirements. The result is a lot of wasted time, angst and suffering.

Please, therefore, ensure that you describe your tanks correctly. If they are integrally bunded then say so, and do not use the term “double skin”.

All the requirements are set out clearly in PPG2 – Pollution Prevention Guideline 2 for above ground oil storage tanks.: https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/60073/ppg-2-above-ground-oil-storage.pdf

For further information please get in touch with emma.fryer@techuk.org (see contacts overleaf)

Related outputs on generator compliances issues.
• Emergency Generation in Data Centres
• DSR and policy conflicts
• Power provisioning and energy use
• Cones of Pain: Generator Compliance Roadmap 2016 (update due late 2018)
• Data Centre Compliance Health-check

See over for diagrams of bunded tanks.
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